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Abstract. CompressionalAlfv6n waves in the terrestrial magnetosphericcavity constitute a discrete spectrum of global modes which can resonate with specific
componentsof the continuum spectrum of shear Alfv6n

comparable to the discrete forms observedwithin certain auroral arc structures. We show that the expected
scalesfrom our model should be comparable to the elec-

tron inertia length. The nonlinear mechanismthat we

wave(SAW) field line resonantfrequencies.We inves- consideris related to the PF of SAWs. The PF is espetigate the effectof the ponderomotive
force(PF) of ex- cially important for standing SAWs, and can perhaps
cited standingSAWs on the nonlinearsaturation of field

explain the origins of atomic Oxygen at high altitudes

line resonances
(FLRs). In low /• plasmasFLR sat- [Li and Temerin1993]. During resonance
absorption,
uration occurs due to a nonlinear phase slip between the PF of the excited SAW changesthe local plasma
the fast mode driver and SAW field.
Ponderomotive
density, which evolves as a slow magnetosonicwave
forcesalso lead to density depletionsat the ionospheres, (SMW), and causesa temporalchangein the eigennonlinear narrowing of the FLR and meridional scales freqency of the SAW. A frequency mismatch with the
comparableto those embeddedwithin temporally mod- compressionaldriver develops and leads to saturation
ulated discr½•te auroral arcs. Observational
features reof the excited SAW. The changein the plasma density
also leads to a spatial shift of the resonancelayer and
lating to these effectsare discussed.
resultsin strong nonlinear narrowingof the FLR. Temporal dephasingon adjacent magnetic field lines leads
Introduction
to very short perpendicular scalesacrossthe FLR.
Field line resonancesare standingshearAlfv6n waves
In Rankinet al. [19941,and Tikhonchuket al. [19951
in the Earth's magnetosphere,and can be formed through we presented a theoretical framework for describing
resonanceabsorption of global mode compressionalor nonlinear PF effectsin simple plane SAWs excited by
impulsively driven Alfv6n wavesin the magnetospheric a constant amplitude driver in a homogeneousplasma.
cavity. Near the ionosphere,FLRs often have latitudi- In the present article, we extend our models to 3-D
nal scale sizes comparable to the scale size of discrete inhomogeneousplasmas,and verify them using numerarcs, 50km or less, and experimental evidencesuggests ical solutions to the resistive MHD equations. We dethat optical emissionsfrom auroral arc structures can rive analytical expressionsfor the amplitude and time
be modulated by MHD waves propagating along the of ponderomotive saturation of FLRs, compare them
Earth'smagneticfieldlines[Xu, SamsonandLiu 1993]. with the simulations, and discussobservational conseWith electron inertia and parallel electric fields, MHD
quencesof our model. Our findings agree with rocket
FLRs can perhaps explain observationsof accelerated observationsof large density'depletionsassociatedwith

electronsand discreteforms(Skm scalesor less)em- SAWs[Boehmet al. 1990],and with recentnumerical
beddedwithin auroralarcs[Mozer1981,Goertz1984]. simulations
[Ofman,Davila,andSteinolfson,
1994].
FLRs

are often associated with intensifications

of arcs

and observations
suggestthat largeamplitudeFLRs are
Nonlinear
susceptibleto nonlinear Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities

Model of Standing SAWs

[Samson
and Rankin1994].In the solarchromosphere,

Our starting point is the standard systemof resistive
MHD
equations, where the density, p0, is inhomogeviablemechanism
for heatingof the solarcorona[Ionson
neousin the x-direction and the external magneticfield
resonanceabsorptionof SAWs has been presentedas a

1978,Ofman,Davila and Steinolfson
1994].

In this paper we presenta new nonlinear mechanism B0(x) is directedalongthe z-axis:
of saturation of standing wave FLRs, and describea
p
+V.V
V--VP+JxB+vVeV,
processwhich can lead to perpendicularscalesin FLRs
0B

•On leavefrom the P. N. LebedevPhysicsInstitute, Russian
Academy of Sciences,Moscow.

X7x E = Ot'

X7x B -/.toJ,

(1)

E+V xB=r/J, 37+ v. (•v) = 0.

Copyright1995by theAmefi• Geophysical
Union.

Here, v and r/are the viscosityand resistivity,respectively, and all other symbolshave their usual meanings.
We addresshere ULF waves and ignore the Hall and
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electron inertia terms in Ohm's law. Consideringfor

the momentthe linear approximationto Eqs. (1), we
assumethat/• -- 2poPo/Bo
• << i and that'dissipation

OF FIELD

LINE

RESONANCES

•+ 2ira
• + xr x•
+•1) *•-iFzz*•.
(2½0
ky (7)
Accordingto Eq. (6) the PF producesdensitydepletionsin the anti-nodes
of by. FromEq. (7) this leads

effectsare small. A straightforwardcalculationleadsto
equationsfor the wave magnetic field b = B - B0 and
plasma displacement, •,

to an Earthward shift of the resonant layer, x,es '•

x•- Ln/2. This nonlineareffectis a resultof frequency

102FAat
0 02
)

1or=
0a+Fa0
at v=)

detuning and leads to saturation of the SAW.
Near to the critical layer x = Xc, bz can be shown to

10bz

beapproximately
constant,
bz(x)• bc[1+ (q/2)•2In •],

where
q -- (kzL,12/3
2 and•- (x-x•)• k2/3/y.1/3
ku/k•
,- .

a

-

The right hand side of Eq. (7) can then be treated
as a constantsourceib•ku/kz whichdrivesbu. This
equationfor by,togetherwith Eq. (6), reducesto the

whereVA(X)= v/Bo•/poPo,
rA -- --«(r//p0+ y/p0)V2

systemof equationsfor nonlinear driven SAWs studied

and • is definedthroughV = O•/Ot.

in Tikhonchuk
et al. [1995](cf. Eq. (18) of that paper):

In an inhomogeneousplasma, an external sourceof
frequency •v and field-aligned wave number k• excites
SAWs at the critical layer x = x• where the resonance

•+ tab--i Aw- wnb+

conditionV•(x•) - o•2/k• is satisfied.For low az-

1 2

imuthal wave numbersthe largest enhancementis expe-

riencedby the shearcomponentsby and •.

• + 2rsa+ n•. = -• Ibl
•,

From Eq.

(1), • canbe expressed
in termsof bzaccording
to:

102+ rA0t
0 02
)

-

(S)

whereb(t) = bu/Bo. Here, the dimensionless
driver
strengthis R = kub•/k•Boand Aw(x) = w(x• - x)/2L

10bz(4) (8) describescouplingbetweena SAW and a SMW.
is a spatial linear frequency detuning parameter. Eq.

The SAW experiences
a nonlinearfrequencyshift, wn/4,
Eqs. (2-4) canbe solvedif we assume
standingwaves proportional to the amplitude of the SMW, and the

along z, Fourier transform in y, and envelopethe equa- SMW is driven by a PF that is proportional to the intions over the frequency w. The z-component of b and tensity of the SAW. As explained in Tikhonchuk et al.
the x- and y-components of • are then represented as [1995],the system(8) hastwo characteristic
times:one
A(x, y, z, t) = Re[A(x,t) exp(iwt-ikuy)]sin(kzz),where timescaleis related to the period of the driven SMW,

A(x, t) changes
slowlyin time with respectto the driver •/k•C,, andthe otheris associated
with the character-

period. The x- and y- componentsof b have a cosine istic timescMe for nonlinear effects.
dependenceon z along B0.
To proceedfurther we must incorporate nonlinear effects. Sincecouplingbetweencompressional
and SAWs Analysis and Full MHD Solutions
is strongest near to the resonancepoint, xc, we may
We review the linear predictionsof our model by ig-

approximate
V•(x)there by a linearfunction,

i k•(1
•-••

noringthe densityperturbationin Eqs. (8). Then, the

x-xc
)'
L + 5•pop
(5)

whereL is the scalelengthof VAaroundx• and6p(r,t)
is the PF density perturbation. By virtue of the envelope approximation, the PF drives secondspatial har-

dissipativesaturation time, tds, and the saturatedmagnetic field amplitude are easily found to be'
2

tds• 4•r

1

+-Po ,

by,ds
• «BoJ•tds.
(o)

If FLR dissipationis small, the linear saturation level,

monic,(ky = 0, 2kz), densityperturbations
of the form,
5p/po= n cos(2kzz).'The amplituden(x, t) satisfies
the Eq. (9), may be quite largeand nonlineareffectswill
becomeimportant. We can then apply the results of
drivenSMW equation[Tikhonchuk
et al. 1995]
Tikhonchuket al. [1995]to the FLR caseand summa02
0
2 2
2
rize our model in the followingway. Linear saturation of

(

+

+

). -

FLRswilloccurforR < 8(/•7)1/2(rA/0•)
a/2,where7 is
the adiabatic index. Otherwise, ponderomotivesatura-

Here,Cs = v/6P/6pis the soundspeedandrs = tion of the SAW magneticfieldbu,•, , velocityvu,•, ,
-(v/2p0)v 2 describes
dampingof the SMW. In the and density perturbation, n•,,

will occur in a time

resonance
region,only the dominantterm by is kept ts•t determined by:
on the right hand side. UsingEq. (5), the envelope
approximation,
and the relationships
nonlinearequationsdescribingthe wave amplitudesin

bu,maz
= 2BoR
3/5,
vu,• = 2VAR
3/5,

nmaz-- 2Ra/5/•7,
t,•t = 6•-1R-2/5.

(10)

Eqs. (2-4) can be derived.The main nonlineareffects
appearin by,whichis describedaccordingto,
After the saturationtime (10), nonlineartemporalde-
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phasing
onadjacent
fieldlines
across
theFLRwilllead
to radialstructuring
of the resonance
layer.Thiswill
continue
untildissipative
or non-ideal
MHD effects
be-

14

come important.

Nowwecompare
ourresults
withsolutions
to thefull
setof 3-DMHD equations
defined
byEq. (1). Weuse

12

a Cartesianmodelof the dipolemagnetosphere,
which
accountsfor the dominant effectsof resonant wave con-

t/t A
version
andplasma
parallel
motion
dueto thePF. Numerical
techniques
usedto solvetheMHD equations
are
detailed
in Rankin,Samson
andFrycz[1993].Weapply
periodicity
conditions
iny-andz, andinthex-direction
an incidentfastmodeis appliedat x = 0. The gradient

in ¾A(X)
is dueto a spatially
varying
density
profile.
Wetakeky• kz anda density
profile,
p0(x),witha
scale
lengthcorresponding
to maximum
absorption.
Taking7/• = 0.011,andan incidentwavefluxat
x = 0 corresponding
to R • 0.01, the saturation
timescale,
according
to Eq. (10), is approximately
6
SAWperiods,
andthesaturated
amplitude
ofthemagneticfield,b, is approximately
0.13B0.We againnote

10

8

6

0'.4'' ' 0.•15'' 'O'.S''' 0.•;5' ' 0.6

Xc'4,,•x
/Lx

thatsaturation
occurs
duetothenonlinear
frequency
Figure
3. Contours
ofFourier
amplitude
ofb= by/Bo.
shiftwn/4inthesystem
(8).Whenthenonlinear
phaseThehorizontal
axisisnormalized
to thelength
ofthe
shiftreaches
•r/2, the SAWamplitude
will saturate.system,
Lz = 8L, in thesimulations.

Thisoccursin Fig. l(a), whichshows
the Fourieramplitude of byat the linearresonance
positionas a function

0.12
0.1

of time. The incident wave field has been ramped up lin-

early from smallamplitudeto by= 0.01 over4.5 Alfv•n

0.08

periods, so that with respect to this time, saturation

occursin approximately
6 periods.Fig. l(b) showsthe

0.06

nonlinear phase shift at the linear resonanceposition,
and at a point outside of the resonance.The saturated
amplitude and phaseshift agreewith the theory.
Our nonlinear model predicts strong nonlinear temporal dephasingbetweenthe excited SAW and driver.
This is a consequenceof a spatial shift of the resonance
due to PF density perturbations. Fig. 2 showscon-

0.04

0.02

t/tA

toursof the amplitudeof by(x,t) in x- t space.The
position of the FLR predicted by linear theory is at

x/Lz = 0.486 in theseunits, and it can be seenthat
the resonance
nonlinearlyshiftsto x/L• = 0.51 over

-0.1

the time simulated. Since the FLR has a tendency to
narrow as it shifts position, the maximum shift is on
the order of the width of the resonancepredicted by

-0.2

-0.3
-0.4

the theory,5x ~ Lv/-• ~ 0.1L. In Fig. 2, for t > t,•z
the maximumamplitudeof byis constantat 0.12B0.

-0.5

to the simplifiedset of equations(8). In the absence
of

Now we considerthe behaviorof the systemaccording

dampingthe full x-dependenceof the FLR can be con6

8

10

12

14

structedby solvingthe modelequations,
Eq. (8), for
each
position
x,
with
VA
(x)
used
to
specify
the
detuning
t/tA
parameterAo.,(x)= •(x•-x)/2L. Thisis illustratedin
Figure 1. Numericalsolutionto Eqs. (1) with Fig. 3, whichshowsby(with noseparation
of amplitude
7/t = 0.011 and R = 0.01. (a) Fourieramplitudeof
and phase)as a functionof positionx. The faint line

b= by/Bo,(b) phaseshiftbetween
driverandSAWat

thelinear
resonance
position
(dark
line),andatapointindicates
thewave
fieldnearthetimeofnonlinear
satoutside
oftheresonance
(faintline).Thetimeaxisis uration,
Eq.(10),andthedarker
linecorresponds
toa
normalized
to the periodtA of theSAWandstartsat situation
approximately
twononlinear
saturation
times
t > 0 after the phasebecomes
well defined.

later. Followingthe initial time of saturation,the devel-
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nonlinearphaseshiftbetweenthe fast modedriverand

0.15

excited
SAW,(4) aftersaturation,
radial(meridional)

0.1

structuring
of the FLR will occur. This shouldlead
to filamentationof the field alignedcurrentsassociated

0.05

with the FLR. These features are independentof the

by/Bo0

modelandcangivea unifiedinterpretation
for ground
and satellite

-0.05

-0.1
-0.15

0.44

0.46

0.48

0.5

0.52

0.54

x/L x

measurements.
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